
Droids D6 / Les Tech M-38 Explorer Droid
Type: Les Tech M-38

Explorer Droid

Dexterity: 2D

         Blaster 5D, Dodge 4D

Knowledge: 2D

Mechanical: 2D

Perception: 2D

         Search 5D

Strength: 3D

         Lifting 6D

Technical: 2D

Equipped with:

         Humanoid Body (two arms, head)

         Tracked Lower Body

         Two visual Sensors - Infra Red

         Two Auditory Sensors - Human Range

         Terrain Mapping and Analysis System

         Vocabulator speach system

         Durasteel Armour - +2D Str to resist Damage

         Blaster Cannon - 4D

Move: 8

Size: 1.3 meters tall

Cost: 3,500 (used)

Description: The M-38 Explorer was a product of the exploration boom of the Old Republic, with

thousands of people tracking out into the unknown attempting to discover new planets and lifeforms, the

dangers were huge, as were the losses in life and equipment. The M-38 is designed to help deal with the

dangers on unexplored planets, with heavy armour able to resist hostile animal attacks or lightning strikes

with equal efficiency, and extremely advanced sensor systems, the M-38 could deal with most situations

and survive. The M-38's brain is equally advanced, being designed so that the droid can help out aboard

ship as well as out on its own on a planetary surface. These droids have now been phased out as the

newer Arakyd Probe Droids are faster and cheaper, although the M-38 may be archaic in some ways, its

sensor and logic systems are still far more advanced than those used in the Arakyd droids, making this

older droid still popular with those that prefer the quality of this droid over the speed of the Viper Probe

Droids. 
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